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The application creates and sends ICMP requests and pings to establish a network connection or service. It can also simulate various TCP protocols, such as FTP, SMTP, HTTP and NNTP. The software emulates both IP and IPX-based traffic, along with some of the protocols such as TCP, UDP and ICMP. It can also provide system-specific traffic, which helps you to make a
connection to a remote server on a remote computer. Features: Generate network traffic from an IP, IPX, or NetBIOS address Generate and monitor network traffic from a remote computer Emulate various network protocols Set the IP address range or set the IP and broadcast addresses Set the destination port or set the destination port range Set the number of pings Specify the
method used to send the ping packets Limit the lifetime of data Set the speed of the ping packets Set the maximum number of received echo replies Generate ping packets with multiple senders Start and stop the traffic generation Monitor the traffic data Log the activity and results Specify the start and stop time Output the results to the file Network Traffic Generator and
Monitor User Interface: Network Traffic Generator and Monitor for Windows is a graphical interface that features a friendly and easy to use interface from where you can set up your preferences quickly. All you need to do is to select the settings from the menus and press the ‘Generate’ button to start the process. Network Traffic Generator and Monitor Main Menu Network
Traffic Generator and Monitor - Main Menu The main menu is very helpful, since it enables you to specify your preferences from the most relevant settings to the most obscure settings. ‘IP/ICMP Traffic’ This menu contains basic and common settings, such as the type of traffic to generate, the IP addresses, the number of ICMP requests and pings, the method to send them, the
maximum speed, lifetime of data, and so on. ‘Sockets’ The ‘Sockets’ sub-menu enables you to manage various socket options such as the socket type, the program used to open the socket, and so on. ‘Logging’ This sub-menu enables you to monitor the traffic with the help of two methods: live data and live logs. Live data is a real-time log of the network traffic, while live logs are
stored in a log file. To start monitoring,
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KEYMACRO is a network traffic generator and monitor, which is designed to imitate all the traffic going through a network by generating ICMP, IP, UDP, and TCP packets. KEEPALIVE - When this is turned ON, a packet is sent in order to determine whether the target host is still alive or not. If it is not, then the host will be marked as DEAD in the packet. This feature works
in both directions; the server host will periodically send KeepAlive packet if its target host is alive, and the target host will periodically send KeepAlive packet if its server host is alive. Intended Use: The KEEPALIVE is used to determine whether the target host is still alive or not. It is used for WINS, SMB, FTP and HTTP protocols. If the target host is alive, the source host will
send a KeepAlive packet periodically, and if the target host is dead, the source host will send a HostDown packet periodically. TCP SYN - When this is turned ON, a TCP SYN packet is sent to the target host for every connection. The host will accept the connection if the IP of the packet is the same as the IP of the host. Intended Use: This feature is used to set up a server
connection for a remote host. The remote host will accept the connection if the IP of the packet is the same as the IP of the host. UDP - When this is turned ON, a UDP packet is sent to the target host for every connection. The host will accept the connection if the port of the packet is the same as the port of the host. Intended Use: This feature is used to set up a server connection
for a remote host. The remote host will accept the connection if the port of the packet is the same as the port of the host. TCP: When this is turned ON, a TCP packet is sent to the target host for every connection. The host will accept the connection if the IP of the packet is the same as the IP of the host. Intended Use: This feature is used to set up a server connection for a remote
host. The remote host will accept the connection if the IP of the packet is the same as the IP of the host. TCP RST: When this is turned ON, a TCP RST packet is sent to the target host for every connection. The host will accept the connection if the IP 77a5ca646e
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Network Traffic Generator and Monitor is a network traffic monitor, which is capable of simulating numerous network traffics, including ICMP, IP, TCP and UDP. It is an easy-to-use application, since its interface is simple and straightforward. It is able to allow you to monitor Internet traffic on your network and computers remotely. You can choose network and computer
activities you want to monitor, and when you click the right button, Network Traffic Generator and Monitor will start generating the traffic. Once the simulation is finished, you will be able to monitor traffic on your PC/network via all of the standard tools, such as Web server logs, active network connections, network traceroute, MS Network Monitor, network traffic analysis
tools, etc. It will allow you to set up many monitoring configurations, such as: network traffic limitation (data time, lifetime or traffic value), number of simultaneous sessions, maximum network traffic value, etc. Network Traffic Generator and Monitor provides a separate option to enable you to monitor the entire network traffic for your computers, which will allow you to track
any activity in real time, such as active connections, failed attempts, failed fragmentations, maximum connections and echo replies, established connections, and more. It is a very reliable traffic generator/monitor, since it gives you detailed statistics about the connection between two computers or servers. It can emulate numerous activities, which can be searched using the search
function, such as ICMP traffic, IP traffic, TCP traffic, or UDP traffic. The program will easily allow you to monitor all kinds of network traffic, and it will display a whole set of different statistics and monitor information. Once the simulation is finished, you will be able to monitor network traffic on your PC/network via all the standard tools, such as Web server logs, active
network connections, network traceroute, MS Network Monitor, network traffic analysis tools, etc. Network Traffic Generator and Monitor is a powerful and reliable traffic generator/monitor, which will enable you to monitor any network activity in real time. It will show you the proper and detailed information about the connection between two computers or servers. You can
easily add IP addresses, which you want to monitor traffic from/to, as well as choose many different monitoring configurations, such as data time, lifetime or traffic value. It will easily allow you to monitor all kinds of network traffic. All major network protocols (ICMP, IP, TCP, UDP) Detailed information about connections between two computers or servers Various
monitoring configurations Many predefined

What's New In?
A simple network monitoring and traffic generator app. Easy to use! Manage your own cloud firewall! Why choose us: Unbeatable service! We are a small, but very experienced team. We have 10 years experience in the internet industry. Quality service and support. We have many years experience in the internet industry. We can provide you the best support! 2 Free to try ICMP
Monitor Flexible monitoring tool for ICMP protocols and Ping requests. 4.8 1259 downloads 25 Oct 31, 2016 Score: 100% 256 reviews ICMP Monitor is a flexible ICMP monitoring tool which can monitor all ICMP related protocols and ping requests. As an all-in-one solution, it has been built from the ground up to help administrators gain a deeper understanding of their
networks by helping them to monitor ICMP requests such as echo requests, time exceeded and more. Additionally, it provides users with a quick, easy to use, and well designed interface from where you can create, edit, delete and export ICMP monitor information to a variety of formats, including Excel and CSV. Key features: - Monitor and track all ICMP protocols and Ping
requests - Monitor and track specific ICMP protocols such as echo requests, time exceeded, bad packets, bad csum and more - Monitor and track the local and remote IP address of any host - View ICMP information in a table or in graphs to monitor trends over time - Export ICMP monitor information to a variety of formats including Excel and CSV - Resolve ICMP issues
automatically by watching the ICMP activity from a single computer and watching the activity from multiple computers at the same time - Filter monitoring data by the protocol, the type of ICMP requests (ping, echo-request, time exceeded, bad packets, bad csum and more) - Filter monitoring data by the local and remote IP addresses of the host - Filter monitoring data by the
state of the ICMP packets (received, sent, local, remote) - List ICMP requests in the order they are received - Report issues such as ICMP troubleshooting - View ICMP data in real-time - View ICMP monitor information in a variety of formats Requirements: -.NET Framework 4.0 or later (4.6 recommended) - Visual Studio 2010 or later (recommended) - Windows 7 or later 4
Free to try ICMP Monitor Plus ICMP Monitor Plus is a flexible ICMP monitoring tool for Windows operating system. 4.8 3131 downloads 26 Oct 28, 2016 Score: 100% 120 reviews ICMP Monitor Plus is a flexible ICMP monitoring tool for Windows operating system. You can choose
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System Requirements For Network Traffic Generator And Monitor:
Game version: 1.0.6 Game size: 1.7 GB Game process: Store the game.exe and make it on the Windows platform Language: Korean Languages (English): English Supported languages (English): English Country: South Korea OS: Windows XP / Vista / Windows 7 / Windows 8 / Windows 10 Game system: DirectX 9 Processor: AMD Athlon 64 Memory: 1 GB Hard Drive: 600
MB Network card: Cable connection Sound
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